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Abstract—Previous studies on supporting free-form keyword queries over RDBMSs provide users with linked-structures (e.g., a
set of joined tuples) that are relevant to a given keyword query. Most of them focus on ranking individual tuples from one table or
joins of multiple tables containing a set of keywords.
In this paper, we study the problem of keyword search in a data cube with text-rich dimension(s) (so-called text cube). The text
cube is built on a multidimensional text database, where each row is associated with some text data (a document) and other
structural dimensions (attributes). A cell in the text cube aggregates a set of documents with matching attribute values in a subset
of dimensions. We define a keyword-based query language and an IR-style relevance model for scoring/ranking cells in the text
cube. Given a keyword query, our goal is to find the top-k most relevant cells. We propose four approaches, inverted-index
one-scan, document sorted-scan, bottom-up dynamic programming, and search-space ordering. The search-space ordering
algorithm explores only a small portion of the text cube for finding the top-k answers, and enables early termination. Extensive
experimental studies are conducted to verify the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed approaches.
Index Terms—Keyword search, multidimensional text data, data cube.
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TABLE 1
Motivation Example

I NTRODUCTION

T

HE boom of Internet has given rise to an ever increasing amount of text data associated with multiple
dimensions (attributes), for example, customer reviews in
shopping websites (e.g., Amazon) are always associated
with attributes like price, model, and rate. A traditional
OLAP data cube can be naturally extended to summarize
and navigate structured data together with unstructured text
data. Such a cube model is called text cube [1]. A cell in
the text cube aggregates a set of documents/tuples with
matching attribute values in a subset of dimensions.
Keyword query, one of the most popular and easy-to-use
ways to retrieve useful information from a collection of
plain documents, is being extended to RDBMSs to retrieve
information from text-rich attributes [2], [3], [4], [5], [6],
[7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16]. Given
a set of keywords, existing methods aim to find relevant
tuples or joins of tuples (e.g., linked by foreign keys) that
contain all or some of the keywords.
In this paper, we study supporting keyword-based search
in text cube. Unlike in plain documents nor RDBMSs, the
goal of keyword search in text cube is to find the top-k
most relevant cells for a given keyword query.
Example 1.1 (Motivation): Table 1 shows a small sample database of customer reviews about laptops. Customer
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Brand
Acer

Model
AOA110

CPU
1.6GHz

OS
Linux

Acer

AOA110

1.8GHz

XP

Asus

EEE PC

1.8GHz

XP

Customer Review
light weight as little as
2.2 lb, fun and powerful computing features
weight just over two
pounds, with powerful
Intel Atom Processor
comes in pearl white
style, images are sharp,
disk is large

Review is the text attribute, whereas Brand, Model, CPU,
and OS are structural attributes.
Jim, a marketing analyst, wants to find which laptops are
commented as light weight and powerful performance. He
types a set of keywords: {“light”, “weight”, “powerful”}.
Using IR techniques, the system can rank all the customer
reviews and output the most relevant ones. However, when
there are many customer reviews relevant to the query, Jim
has to browse through a lot of reviews and summarize different opinions by himself. As multidimensional attributes
are associated with each review, is it more desirable that a
system provides users with “aggregated information”, such
as “Acer AOA110 laptops are usually lightweight and have
powerful performance”, than returning individual reviews?
This is our intention to study such a new mechanism.
A cell in the text cube is in the form of (Brand = Acer,
Model = AOA110, CPU = *, OS = *), which aggregates
all the customer reviews (the first two in Table 1) for Acer
AOA110 laptops. Another cell (Brand = *, Model = *, CPU
= 1.8GHz, OS = XP) aggregates the second two reviews. It
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can be seen that the first cell is more relevant to Jim’s query
(Acer AOA110 laptops are lightweight and powerful) than
the second. The goal of our system is to provide Jim with
such aggregated information (i.e., the cell “Acer AOA110
laptops” that is relevant to his query), instead of a ranked
list of individual customer reviews.
If Jim is interested in gaming computers, he can types
{“fast”, “gaming”} into the system, and high-performance
computer models with good customer reviewers are expected to be output, e.g., (Brand = *, Model = Xtreme
XT, CPU = Intel Core i7, OS = *).
Traditional IR techniques can be used to rank documents
according to the relevance. In a large text database, however, the number of relevant documents to a query could
be large, and a user has to spend much time reading them.
If a document is associated with attribute information,
in a data cube model (a multidimensional space induced
by the attributes), e.g., the text cube, a cell aggregates the
documents with matching values in a subset of attributes.
Such a collection of documents is associated with each cell,
corresponding to an object, e.g., “Acer AOA110 laptops”
or “1.8GHz XP laptops” (in the above example), that can
be directly recommended to the user for the given query.
This paper studies the problem of keyword-based topk search in text cube, i.e., given a keyword query, find
the top-k most relevant cells in a text cube. When
users want to retrieve information from a text cube using
keyword queries, we believe that relevant cells, rather than
relevant documents, are preferred as the answers, because:
(i) relevant cells are easy for users to browse; and (ii)
relevant cells provide users insights about the relationship
between the values of relational attributes and the text data.
Overview of Model and Techniques. Following is an
overview of our work, with important issues highlighted.
Relevance Score: Given a keyword query, the first question is how to compute the “relevance” of a cell in a text
cube for ranking. Note that a cell corresponds to a collection
of documents. We employ the average model studied in [17]
to assign the relevance scores of the cells. Specifically, ANY
IR scoring function (e.g., Okapi) can be used to compute the
relevance score of each single document, and the relevance
score of a cell (a document collection) is the (weighted)
average of relevance scores of documents in this cell. An
alternative is the big document model: documents in a cell
are concatenated into a big document, and the relevance of
the cell is the relevance of this big document. [17] shows
the average model is better than the big document model.
Support Requirement: We allow a user to specify a
support threshold minsup, and we only output the relevant
cells with no less than minsup documents. Users may not
prefer a cell with too few documents, since this cell is not
“popular” (e.g., if there are too few reviews on a computer
model, the user is unlikely to choose this one); users may
feel more confident browsing a cell with larger number of
documents (reviews). Also, when high-level information is
preferred, minsup can be set to a relatively large value.
Challenges: The major computational challenge of this
problem is the huge number of cells in a text cube. It
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increases exponentially w.r.t. the dimensionality and is
much larger than the number of documents in the database.
Efficient Algorithms: We design four approaches for
the problem of keyword-based top-k search in text cube.
The first one (inverted-index one-scan) scans the inverted
index of each keyword in the query once to compute the
relevance scores of all cells in the text cube. The second one
(document sorted-scan) scans the documents in the order
of relevance, and at the same time, updates the relevance
scores of cells containing each document being visited;
early stop for top-k is possible because upper bounds of
relevance scores can be estimated. The third one (bottomup dynamic programming) computes relevance scores of
cells from bottom to top in a level-by-level manner. The
fourth one (search-space ordering), based on the third one,
explores cells in the order of relevance and prunes the
search space by estimating relevance score upper bound
in subspaces, so as to explore as few cells in the text cube
as possible before outputting the top-k answers.
Contributions. In this paper, we propose and study the
problem of keyword-based top-k search in text cube (or
multidimensional text data): finding the top-k cells relevant
to a user-given keyword query. Flexible keyword-based
query language and relevance scoring formula of cells
(aggregation of text data) are developed. We analyze the
computational challenges and propose four approaches,
inverted-index one-scan, document sorted-scan, bottomup dynamic programming, and search-space ordering, to
support the query language in text cube. We compare the
four approaches and study their efficiency and effectiveness
experimentally using both real and synthetic datasets.
Organization. Section 2 introduces the text cube model
of multidimensional text data, defines the keyword search
problem and keyword-based query language in text cube,
and analyzes computational challenges. The four approaches for finding the top-k most relevant cells for a
given keyword query are introduced in Sections 3 and 4.
Experimental study is reported in Section 5, followed by
discussion on how to extend our approach in Section 6 and
related work in Section 7. Section 8 concludes this paper.

2

K EYWORD Q UERIES

IN

T EXT C UBE

In this section, we introduce our data cube model and the
keyword search problem. Preprocessing for our system and
challenges for query processing are also discussed.
2.1 A Data Cube Model for Text Data
A set of documents D is stored in an n-dimensional
database DB = (A1 , A2 , . . . , An , D). Each row of DB is
in the form of r = (a 1 , a2 , . . . , an , d): let r[Ai ] = ai ∈ Ai
be the value of attribute (or dimension) A i , and r[D] = d
be the document in this row.
A document d is a multi(sub)set of the term set W =
{w1 , . . . , wM }: a term wi may appear multiple times in d.
The data cube model extended to the above multidimensional text database is called text cube [1]. Several
important concepts are introduced as follows.
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TABLE 2
A 4-Dimensional Text Database DB

M
(Model)
m1
m1
m1
m2
m2
m2

Dimensions
P
T
(Price)
(Time)
p1
t1
p2
t1
p3
t2
p1
t2
p2
t2
p3
t1

S
(Score)
s1
s2
s2
s2
s2
s1

d1
d2
d3
d4
d5
d6

=
=
=
=
=
=

Text Data
d
(Document)
{w1, w1, w2, w2,
{w2, w2, w5, w6,
{w3, w4, w3, w6,
{w1, w1, w1, w1,
{w5, w6, w7, w8,
{w4, w5, w8, w8,

3

TABLE 3
Some Cells in the Text Cube
Cell
C0
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
C10
C11
C12
C13
C14

w8}
w7}
w7}
w4}
w8}
w9}

Cell and Aggregated Document. In the text cube built on
DB, a cell is in the form of C = (v 1 , v2 , . . . , vn : D), where
either vi ∈ Ai (a value of dimension A i ) or vi = ∗ (the
dimension Ai is aggregated in C), and D (the aggregated
document in C) is the set of documents in the rows of DB
having the same dimension values as C on all the non-∗
dimensions. Formally, for a cell C = (v 1 , v2 , . . . , vn : D),
D = {r[D] | for r ∈ DB s.t. r[Ai ] = vi if vi = ∗}.
We use C[Ai ] to denote the value v i of dimension A i in the
cell C, and C[D] to denote the aggregated document D of
the cell C. Define the support of a cell C, denoted by |C|,
to be the number of documents in C[D], i.e., |C| = |C[D]|.
A cell is said to be empty if C[D] = ∅. For simplicity, a
cell is also written as C = (v1 , v2 , . . . , vn ).
All the cells with the same set of non-∗ dimensions form
a cuboid. A cuboid with m non-∗ dimensions is an m-dim
cuboid. The n-dim cuboid (with no aggregated dimension)
is called the base cuboid. Cells in an m-dim cuboid are mdim cells, and cells in a base cuboid are base cells. Note
that each base cell may aggregate multiple rows/documents,
since different rows may have the same values of attributes.
Ancestor and Descendant. Cell C  is an ancestor of C (or
C is a descendant of C  ) iff ∀i : C  [Ai ] = ∗ ⇒ C  [Ai ]
= C[Ai ]. Cell C is an ancestor (or descendant) of itself.
We use ans(C) to denote the set of ancestors of a cell C,
and des(C) to denote the set of descendants of a cell C  .
Parent and Child. Parents and children are immediate
ancestors and descendants of a cell, respectively. Cell C  is
a parent of C (or C is a child of C  ) iff (i) C  ∈ ans(C),
and (ii) C  is an i-dim cell while C is an (i + 1)-dim cell.
Let par(C) (chd(C  )) denote the set of parents of a cell C
(children of a cell C  ). Note that the 0-dim cell (i.e., the
cell in the form of (∗, ∗, . . . , ∗ : D)) has no parent.


A-Parent and A-Child. The A-parent of a cell C is C
(or, C is an A-child of C  ), denoted by par A (C) = C  , iff
(i) C  is a parent of C, (ii) C[A] = ∗, and (iii) C  [A] = ∗. A
cell may have more than one A-child, and we use chd A (C  )
to denote the set of all A-children of C  .
It is well-known all the cells in a data cube (or text cube)
form a lattice, according to the parent-child relationship.
Example 2.1 (Text Cube): Table 2 shows a text database
DB, with four dimensions, M, P, T, and S. Term set W =
{w1, w2, . . . , w8}. A total of six documents are stored.

M
*
m1
m2
m1
m1
m1
m1
m2
m2
m2
m1
m1
m1
*
m1

P
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
p1
p2
p2
*

T
*
*
*
t1
t2
*
*
t1
t2
t2
t1
t1
t1
*
t2

S
*
*
*
*
*
s1
s2
*
*
s2
s1
s1
s2
s1
s1

D
{d1 , d2 , d3 , d4 , d5 , d6 }
{d1 , d2 , d3 }
{d4 , d5 , d6 }
{d1 , d2 }
{d3 }
{d1 }
{d2 , d3 }
{d6 }
{d4 , d5 }
{d4 , d5 }
{d1 }
{d1 }
{d2 }
∅ (empty cell)
∅ (empty cell)

Table 3 shows some cells in the text cube generated from
DB. C0 has support 6 and C 1 has support 3, i.e., |C 0 | = 6
and |C1 | = 3. C0 is the 0-dim cell and C11 , C12 are base
cells. C3 , C4 , C5 , C6 , C10 , C11 , and C12 are descendants
of C1 , while only C3 , C4 , C5 and C6 are children of C 1 .
Note C1 has some other descendants and children not listed
in this table. A cell may have more than one parent, e.g.,
both C3 and C5 are parents of C10 .
Cell C1 is the T-parent of C 3 and C4 , i.e., parT (C3 )
= parT (C4 ) = C1 . Cells C3 and C4 are the T-children of
C1 , i.e., chdT (C1 ) = {C3 , C4 }. Cells C5 and C6 are the Schildren of C 1 , i.e., chdS (C1 ) = {C5 , C6 }. And similarly,
parS (C5 ) = parS (C6 ) = C1 .
Multiple Documents in a Row. In a database where each
row contains more than one document, to generalize our
model, we can create a linked list of documents and keep
the total number of documents in each row. By aggregating
this count into cells on higher levels, we can easily calculate
the support of each cell. Note that this modification will not
affect our algorithms introduced later.
2.2

Keyword Search Problem in Text Cube

In traditional data cubes, operations like drill-down and
roll-up suffice for users to explore multidimensional data.
In text cube, however, a large portion of data is text. Since
keyword query is an effective way for users to explore text
data, we propose the keyword search problem in text cube.
2.2.1 Keyword Search Problem
A keyword query is a set of terms, i.e., q = {t 1 , t2 , . . . ,
t|q| } ⊆ W. Given a keyword query q and a minimum
support requirement minsup, the goal is to find the top-k
cells C’s s.t. supports |C| ≥ minsup with the top-k highest
relevance scores in the text cube of DB.
Note that a cell relevant to the query q may contain all or
some of the terms t 1 , . . . , t|q| . The relevance score of a cell
C w.r.t. the query q is defined as a function rel(q, C[D]) of
the aggregated document C[D] and the query q. For brevity,
it is also written as rel(q, C). Because the total number of
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cells in the text cube could be huge and it is not possible
for a user to browse all of them, we return the top-k cells
in the non-increasing order of relevance scores, where k
can be specified by a user.
Recall the support of a cell C is the number of documents
aggregated in C[D]. We allow users to specify the minimum
support minsup, because they may be only interested in
cells “popular” enough. Users feel more confident when
browsing a cell containing a large number of documents
(e.g., customer reviews) than a cell with only one or two.
2.2.2

Relevance Scoring Formula

To rank all the cells and find the top-k ones, we define
the relevance scoring function rel(q, C[D]) (or rel(q, C)
for brevity). Recall an aggregated document C[D] ⊆ D is
a set of documents aggregated in C. Here, we treat every
document in C[D] equally when calculating relevance score
of C w.r.t. a keyword query q. rel(q, C[D]) is defined as the
average of all the relevance scores of documents in C[D]:
rel(q, C[D]) =


1
s(q, d).
|C[D]|

(1)

d∈C[D]

s(q, d) is the relevance score of a document d w.r.t. q
s(q, d) =


t∈q

ln

(k3 + 1)qtf t,q
N − df t + 0.5
(k1 + 1)tf t,d
dld
df t + 0.5
k1 ((1 − b) + b avdl
) + tf t,d k3 + qtf t,q

(Okapi weighting [18])

widf (t) · wtf (t, d) · wqtf (t, q),
=

(2)

t∈q

where N = |DB|, tf t,d is the term frequency of term t ∈ q
in d (the number of times t appearing in d), df t is the
number of documents in DB containing t, dl d is the length
of document d, avdl is the average length of documents in
DB, qtf t,q is the number of times t appearing in q, and,
k1 , b, k3 are constants.
Our algorithms introduced later can also handle other
formulas s(q, d) for scoring documents, say pivoted normalization weighting [19]. In general, our algorithms allow
s(q, d) to be in the form of s(q, d) = s( tf t,d , Δq , Δd ),
where Δq is the set of parameters about q, e.g., idf (inverted
document frequency), and Δ d is the set of parameters about
d, e.g., document length (for normalization). This form
covers most IR models for evaluating the relevance of a
document w.r.t. a query.
[17] shows that the weighted version of (1) (document
with higher weight in C[D] contributes more to the relevance score rel(q, C)) is effective for ranking document
corpuses. In this paper, we use the unweighted version (i.e.,
(1)) for the ease of explanation. Our algorithms can be
easily extended to the weighted version, if the weights of
documents can be precomputed.
Note that, for query q, rel(q, C) is the relevance score
of a set (corpus) of documents (i.e., C[D]), while s(q, d) is
the relevance score of one document. In the rest part of this
paper, we call rel(q, C) a relevance scoring formula, and
s(q, d) a document scoring formula to distinguish them.
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2.2.3 Extended Form of Keyword Query
Users may want to retrieve answers from a certain part of
the text cube, by specifying a subset dimensions of interests
and/or values of some dimensions. Motivated by this, the
simplest form of keyword queries q can be extended by
adding dimension-value constraints.
In an n-dimensional text cube, an extended keyword
query is in the form of Q = (u 1 , u2 , . . . , un : q), where
ui ∈ Ai ∪ {∗, ?}. We also use Q[Ai ] to denote u i .
Q[Ai ] ∈ Ai specifies the value of dimension A i in a cell
C; Q[Ai ] = ∗ means the dimension A i in a cell C must
be aggregated; and Q[A i ] =? (question mark) imposes no
constraint on the dimension A i of a cell C. A cell C is
said to be feasible w.r.t. the query Q iff
(i) for dimension A i s.t. Q[Ai ] = ∗, C[Ai ] = ∗
(Ai is aggregated in C);
(ii) for Ai s.t. Q[Ai ] ∈ Ai , C[Ai ] = Q[Ai ]; and
(iii) for Ai s.t. Q[Ai ] =?, no constraint on C[A i ].
Given an extended keyword query Q = (u 1 , u2 , . . . , un :
q) and a minimum support minsup, our goal is to find
the top-k feasible cells C’s s.t. support |C| ≥ minsup and
relevance scores rel(q, C[D])’s are the top-k highest.
Example 2.2 (Queries, Answers, and Relevance Scores):
In the text cube of DB in Table 2, consider a keyword
query q = {w1, w2} and minsup = 2.
Using Okapi (2) with k 1 = k3 = 1 and b =
0.5: s(q, d1 ) = 1.6, s(q, d2 ) = 0.8, s(q, d4 ) = 0.9.
Base cells (m1, p1, t1, s1, {d1 }), (m1, p2, t1, s2, {d2 }),
and (m2, p1, t2, s2, {d4 }) have relevance scores 1.6, 0.8,
and 0.9, respectively. But they will not be output because
their supports are all 1, less than the threshold minsup. Cell
(∗, p1, ∗, ∗, {d1 , d4 }) has relevance score (1.6 + 0.9)/2 =
1.25, and (m1, ∗, t1, ∗, {d1 , d2 }) has relevance score (1.6+
0.8)/2 = 1.2. They are the top-2 cells in the output. So we
may infer, when the price P = p1, documents in the text
cube are highly relevant to the given query q.
An extended keyword query Q = (?, ∗, ?, ∗ : q) (i.e., no
constraint on dimensions M and T, while dimensions P and
S must be aggregated). C 0 -C4 in Table 3 are feasible cells,
but C5 and C6 are not, since C5 [S] = ∗ and C6 [S] = ∗.
Another query is Q  = (?, ∗, ?, s2 : q), which imposes an
additional constraint that a cell must value s2 on dimension
S, i.e., C[S] = s2. Then, C 9 in Table 3 is a feasible cell
(C9 [S] = s2); but C10 is not, for C10 [S] = s1 = s2.
2.3

Preprocessing

In the algorithms introduced later, some parameters are assumed to be precomputed to speedup the query processing.
First, the support of each cell, i.e., the number of documents aggregated in this cell, is precomputed and stored,
since supports are query-independent. This only requires
additional O(1) space for each cell. Later we can use this
to efficiently check whether the support of a cell is above
the threshold, and whether a cell is fully-aggregated.
Second, note that
 (2) can be rewritten as a more general
form: s(q, d) = t∈q widf (t) · wtf (t, d) · wqtf (t, q). Both
widf (t) and wtf (t, d) are precomputed for all terms and
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documents, and stored in inverted indexes. So as an online
query q comes, s(q, d) can be computed conveniently.
Note that the above two steps can be done at the same
time, as documents are scanned one by one. All algorithms
presented later can benefit from this precomputation.
2.4 Challenges of Query Processing
There are two challenges of this keyword search problem:
First, the size of a text cube could be huge; and second, it is
impractical to precompute relevance scores for all queries.
2.4.1 Size of Text Cube
There is an n-dimensional database DB = (A 1 , A2 , . . . ,
An , D) with N rows, s.t. the 
non-empty cells in the text
n
cube of DB is Ω(N ·2n ) or Ω( i=1 (|Ai |+ 1)), where |Ai |
is the number of different values in dimension A i .
Even when minsup (> 0) is nontrivial, the number of
cells to be considered (those with support ≥ minsup) is
still huge, since a data cube is “fat” in the middle. For
example, suppose minsup is large enough s.t. only d-dim
cells with d ≤ n/2 have support
may still
 n ≥ minsup, we
= Ω(N · 2n/2 ) cells to
need to consider at least N · n/2
select the top-k relevant ones w.r.t. a keyword query.
So only when the number of dimensions is small (2 to
4), we can compute the relevance scores of all cells and
then sort them to find the top-k cells efficiently.
2.4.2 Limits of Preprocessing
In text cube, relevance scores rel(q, C) of cells have to
be computed online because they are query-dependent,
although widf (t) and wtf (t, d) can be precomputed (as
in Section 2.3). Also, the ranking of cells according to
rel(q, C) cannot be precomputed either, since for different
queries, the rankings could be different. Online computation
of rel(q, C) and ranking of cells dominate the cost of
processing a query; so, we aim to explore only a small
portion of the text cube for the top-k answers.

3

D OCUMENT L INEAR -S CAN A PPROACHES

Two approaches for the keyword-based top-k search problem based on linear scans of rows are introduced in
Section 3.1 and 3.2. The first one scans all rows to compute
the relevance scores of all cells, and then output the topk cells. The second one scans the rows in the descending
order of relevance scores; in this process, cells containing
each document are updated with upper bounds of relevance
scores estimated to enable the early stop for top-k. We
first focus on simple keyword query q = {t 1 , . . . , t|q| }
with support requirement minsup and show how to handle
extended keyword queries in Section 3.3.
3.1 Inverted-Index One-Scan Approach
We construct a row-based inverted index for each term.
Recall tf t,d denotes the term frequency of t in the document
d. From the row-based inverted index IV(t) of term t, we
can efficiently retrieve all the rows r = (a 1 , . . . , an , d)’s in
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DB with term frequencies tf t,d > 0. The size of row-based
inverted indices for all terms in W is bounded by the total
length of all documents in DB.
Given a query q against the text cube of DB and minimum support minsup, the inverted-index one-scan approach
is outlined in Algorithm 1. We first compute the score
s(q, d) of each document in a row that contains at least
one term in q (since otherwise s(q, d) is 0) using the
inverted indexes (line 1). Then, for each row r, we can
efficiently identify all the cells C’s in the text cube s.t.
r[D] ∈ C[D] and support |C[D]| ≥ minsup (lines 2-3: note
|C[D]| can be precomputed and materialized). These cells
are the ancestors of the base cell corresponding to row r.
We use ans(r) to denote this set of cells, and note that
|ans(r)| ≤ 2n in an n-dimensional text cube. We update
rel(q, C) using s(q, r[D]) (line 4). Finally, after all rows
are scanned, each rel(q, C) is correctly computed as the
average of s(q, r[D])’s with r contained in C (some rows
with s(q, r[D] = 0 are not scanned, but we know the total
number of documents in C, so the average still can be
computed), and the top-k ones are output (line 5).
Algorithm 1 Inverted-Index One-Scan Algorithm
Input: keyword query q against DB, parameter k, minsup
1: Compute relevance score s(q, r[D]) for each row r;
2: for each row r ∈ DB with s(q, r[D]) > 0 do
3:
for each cell C ∈ ans(r) and |C[D]| ≥ minsup do
4:
Update rel(q, C) using s(q, r[D]);
5: Output the top-k relevant cells with support ≥ minsup
(for cells with the same relevance scores, output them
in the descending order of support).

Example 3.1: Consider a row r = (m1, p1, t1, s1, d 1 )
in the text database in Table 2(a). A cell C with d 1 ∈
C[D] must be one of the 2 4 ancestors of the base cell
(m1, p1, t1, s1), e.g., (m1, p1, ∗, s1), (m1, ∗, t1, ∗), and
(∗, ∗, t1, ∗), which are considered in lines 3-4.
Theorem 1: Algorithm 1 uses O(N · |q| + 2 n · N + k ·
log M ) time and O(n · M ) space, where N = |DB| is the
total number of rows, n is the dimensionality, and M is the
total number of non-empty cells.
Proof: Algorithm 1 scans the row-based inverted index
of each query term only once. The size of each row-based
inverted index is bounded by N = |DB|. Also, the 2 n
ancestors of a row r can be enumerated in linear time.
So Algorithm 1 requires O(N · |q| + 2 n · N ) time to
compute the relevance scores of all non-empty cells. After
that, it constructs a (Fibonacci) heap of all non-empty cells
(ordered by relevance) in linear time O(M ) ≤ O(2 n · N )
[20] and outputs the top-k in O(k · log M ) time. Totally,
we need O(N · |q| + 2n · N + k · log M ) time.
Since there are at most M ≤ 2 n · N nonempty cells, and
for each cell we store its dimension values, relevance score,
and support, we need totally O(n · M ) space (besides the
storage of inverted indexes and text cube).
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Algorithm 2 Document Sorted-Scan Algorithm
Q: a priority queue of cells (sorted in the non-increasing
order of relevance scores)
top(Q): the top (first) cell of a priority queue Q
Input: keyword query q against DB, parameter k, minsup
1: Rows are scanned in the descending order of relevance:
r1 , r2 , . . . , rN such that s(q, ri [D]) ≥ s(q, ri+1 [D]);
2: for i = 1 to N do
3:
for each cell C ∈ ans(ri ) and |C[D]| ≥ minsup do
4:
Aggregate ri into C: compute rel(q, C) i as
the average of relevance scores of documents in
both r1 , . . . , ri and C;
5:
if C contains NO doc in {ri+1 , . . . , rN } then
6:
Insert C into Q (rel(q, C) = rel(q, C)i );
(for other cells, we have rel(q, C) i = rel(q, C)i−1 )
7:
while (i) rel(q, top(Q)) ≥ maxC {rel(q, C)i } and
(ii) rel(q, top(Q)) ≥ s(q, ri+1 [D]) do
8:
Output top(Q), and delete it from Q;
9:
cnt ← cnt + 1; if cnt = k then terminate.

3.2 Document Sorted-Scan Approach
Our second approach is outlined in Algorithm 2. Compared
to Algorithm 1, it uses an additional data structure, a priority queue Q, to keep cells (candidates) in the descending
order of relevance. Given a query q, initially, Q is empty.
All rows in DB are scanned in the descending order of
relevance (line 1): r 1 , r2 , . . . , rN such that s(q, ri [D]) ≥
s(q, ri+1 [D]). To obtain this ranked list, we simply compute
scores of all rows first and then construct a heap to keep
them in the descending order of scores; a row is popped if it
needs to be scanned. 1 Recall ans(ri ) is the set of ancestors
of ri , i.e., the set of cells containing document r[D]. When
ri is scanned, for each C ∈ ans(r i ), we compute rel(q, C)i
(line 4) as the average relevance score of documents
among r1 [D], . . . , ri [D] that are contained in C (recall that
rel(q, C) is the average relevance score of all documents
that are contained in C). If C contains NO document in
{ri+1 , . . . , rN }, we can conclude rel(q, C) = rel(q, C) i
and insert C into the priority queue Q (lines 5-6). For a
cell containing some rows that are already scanned, we
have rel(q, C) ≤ rel(q, C)i , as rows are scanned in the
descending order of relevance; for a cell C not touched yet
(containing no row that is scanned), rel(q, C) is bounded by
s(q, ri+1 [D]), the maximum relevance score among the rest
individual documents. So for the cell with max relevance
score in Q, C  = top(Q), once rel(q, C  ) ≥ rel(q, C)i
for all cells C (line 7(i)), and rel(q, C  ) ≥ s(q, ri+1 [D])
(line 7(ii)), C  can be output and popped from Q (line 8).
Theorem 2: Algorithm 2 outputs the top-k cells with the
highest relevance scores and support ≥ minsup in the nonincreasing order of rel(q, C).
Proof: We only need to prove that, in any iteration of
lines 3-9, if C  = top(Q) is output, then rel(q, C  ) is the

maximum among all cells that are not output yet.
For any cell C ∈ Q, by the definition of Q, rel(q, C  ) ≥
rel(q, C). For any other cell C, we may have either
rel(q, C) ≤ rel(q, C)i or rel(q, C) ≤ s(q, ri+1 [D]).
So from line 7(i)-(ii), we have rel(q, C  ) ≥ rel(q, C).
Implementation Issues. On line 4, rel(q, C)i can be
efficiently computed from rel(q, C) j (rj is the last row
aggregated into C). On line 5, if the number of documents
in a cell C is precomputed, we can test whether C contains
NO document in {r i+1 , . . . , rN } by counting the number
of documents that are already aggregated into C. On line 7,
maxC {rel(q, C)i } can be efficiently fetched if rel(q, C) i ’s
are maintained in another priority queue.
Tie Breaker. Ties (for cells with the same relevance scores)
break arbitrarily in Algorithm 2. If for cells with the same
relevance scores, we want to output them in the descending
order of support, then we modify Algorithm 2 as follows.
First, the priority queue Q keeps cells (candidates) in the
descending order of relevance, and keeps cells with the
same relevance scores in the descending order of support.
Second, “≥” should be changed into “>” on line 7, so that,
when a cell is about to be output, all the cells (not-outputyet) with the same relevance scores are in Q.
Theorem 3: Algorithm 2 uses O(N · (|q| + log N ) + 2 n ·
N · log M ) time and O(n · M ) space, where N = |DB| is
the total number of rows, n is the dimensionality, and M
is the total number of non-empty cells.
Proof: In the worst case, it needs to scan all rows
with relevance score computed, in the descending order of
relevance, which takes O(N · (|q| + log N )) time. Lines 46 repeat at most O(2 n · N ) times, and each iteration takes
O(log M ) time since we need to main a priority queue Q
and another queue to maintain max C {rel(q, C)i }. Lines 79 also repeat at most O(M ) ≤ O(2 n · N ) times and
each iteration takes O(log M ) time. So the time complexity
follows. The space complexity is the same as Algorithm 1,
as additional priority queues need linear space.
The complexity of Algorithm 2 is worse than Algorithm 1, but may terminate earlier before scanning all rows.
3.3 Handling Extended Keyword Queries
Algorithm 1 and 2 can be easily adapted to handle extended
keyword query Q = (u 1 , . . . , un : q). With the dimensionvalue constraints u 1 , . . . , un , we actually restrict our attention to a subspace of the text cube. Lines 2-3 of Algorithm 1
are modified a bit: we update rel(q, C) only for the feasible
cells in ans(r). For example, if Q = (?, ?, t1, ∗ : q) over
the text cube of DB in Table 2 is given, then for row
r = (m1, p1, t1, s1), we only update relevance scores of its
ancestors (m1, p1, t1, ∗), (∗, p1, t1, ∗), (m1, ∗, t1, ∗), and
(∗, ∗, t1, ∗) in lines 3-4. Similar modification can be also
applied to lines 2-3 of Algorithm 2.
3.4

1. There are other top-k algorithms to obtain this ranked list, e.g., [21].
But the cost of Algorithm 2 is dominated by the cost of ranking cells,
instead of ranking documents, so we just apply this simple method.
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Deficiencies of Linear Scan Approaches

Algorithm 1 is efficient only when the number of dimensions is small (from 2 to 4). Because, it scores all the non-
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empty cells but the number of non-empty cells increases
exponentially w.r.t. the dimensionality (see Section 2.4).
Algorithm 2 aims to improve Algorithm 1 by enabling
early-stop. However, once a row is scanned, all the cells
containing it are explored. There are totally 2 n cells containing a document in a n-dim cube. So the numbers of
candidate cells and explored cells increase very quickly.
In the next section, we will introduce a more delicatelydesigned top-k algorithm, search-space ordering, which
carries out cell-based search and explores as small number
of cells in the cube as possible to find the top-k answers.

4

S EARCH -S PACE O RDERING A PPROACH

Unlike the two algorithms in Section 3 which compute
the relevance score of a cell from documents/rows in the
database, the algorithms introduced in this section compute
the score from its children cells, in a dynamic-programming
manner. We introduce the basic bottom-up dynamic programming algorithm in Section 4.1, followed by the design
and analysis of an more efficient approach, search-space
ordering. We start with simple keyword queries and discuss
how to extend our algorithm in Section 4.4.
4.1 Bottom-up Dynamic Programming
Consider a cell C  and all of its A-children chd A (C  ) for
some aggregated dimension A (C  [A] = ∗ but C[A] = ∗
for C ∈ chdA (C  )). It is clear that the sets of documents aggregated in different cells in chd A (C  ) are
 disjoint and their
union is equal to C  [D], i.e., C  [D] = C∈chdA (C  ) C[D].
From the definition of relevance (1), we have recursion:

C∈chdA (C  ) rel(q, C)|C[D]|


,
(3)
rel(q, C ) =
C∈chdA (C  ) |C[D]|
where |C[D]| is the number of documents in C[D].
Naive Dynamic Programming Algorithm
A naive dynamic programming algorithm that directly
utilizes (3) is as follows. We first compute the relevance
scores rel(q, C) for all n-dim (base) cells, as in (1). Then
we compute the relevance scores rel(q, C  ) of (n − 1)dim cells, (n − 2)-dim cells, . . . , and 0-dim cell, in the
decreasing order of dimensionality, using the recursion (3);
this is because for a d-dim cell C  , the right-hand side of
(3) involves only d + 1 cells. Finally, after the relevance
scores of all cells are obtained, output the top-k relevant
ones with supports no less than the threshold minsup.
Bottom-up Aggregation:
From Partially-aggregated to Fully-aggregated
To compute rel(q, C  ), a direct implementation of (3)
could be inefficient if min A |chdA (C  )| = O(minA |A|) is
large. We will introduce a bottom-up aggregation approach
whose complexity is independent of min A |A|, but only
dependent on n (the total number of dimensions). It is also
an important basis of our search-space ordering algorithm
which will be introduced in Section 4.3.
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For each aggregated dimension A of a cell C  (C  [A] =
∗), we maintain a partial relevant score rel A (q, C  ) based
on the A-children that are already aggregated into C  . Let
LA (C  ) be the number of documents contained by the Achildren that are already aggregated into C  . A non-base
cell C  is said to be fully-aggregated iff for some dimension
A, LA (C  ) = |C  [D]| and relA (q, C  ) = rel(q, C  );
otherwise, C  is said to be partially-aggregated.
Initially, all cells are partially-aggregated and rel(q, C)’s
are unknown for all cells; and we set rel A (q, C) = ∞ and
LA (C) = 0 for each cell C and each of its aggregated
dimension A. We compute rel(q, C) for all base cells from
the database. After that, all base cells are fully-aggregated.
For each fully-aggregated cell C and each of its nonaggregated dimensions A (C[A] = ∗), we aggregate C to
its A-parent C  as follows (define ∞ × 0 = 0):
Aggregate(C, C ): C ∈ chdA (C  )
relA (q, C  )LA (C) + rel(q, C)|C[D]|
; (4)
LA (C  ) + |C[D]|
2 : LA (C  ) ← LA (C  ) + |C[D]|;
(5)

1 : relA (q, C  ) ←

3 : if LA (C  ) = |C  [D]| then rel(q, C  ) ← relA (q, C  ).

(6)


When LA (C  ) = |C  [D]| = C∈chdA (C  ) |C[D]|, i.e., all
documents in C  [D] have been aggregated into C  through
its A-children, from (3), we have rel(q, C  ) = relA (q, C  )
obtained and thus C  becomes fully-aggregated. We repeat
this procedure until all cells are fully-aggregated. Note that
from the definition of “fully-aggregated”, we only need to
store relA (q, C  ) and LA (C  ) on one aggregated dimension
A (e.g., the one with the smallest index) for each cell.
Algorithm 3 Bottom-up Dynamic Programming Algorithm
Input: keyword query q against DB, parameter k, minsup
1: Compute rel(q, C)’s for all non-empty base cells;
2: for d = n downto 1 do
3:
for each non-empty d-dim cell C do
4:
for each dimension A do
5:
Let C  be C’s A-parent;
6:
Call Aggregate(C, C );
7: Output the top-k relevant cells with support ≥ minsup
(for cells with the same relevance scores, output them
in the descending order of support).
Algorithm 3 describes this approach. In each iteration of
line 2-6, all of non-empty d-dim cells are fully-aggregated,
because all of non-empty n-dim, (n − 1)-dim, . . . , (d + 1)dim cells are scanned. We keep all non-empty cells in a
queue so that we do not need to touch any empty cell.
Note that a non-empty cell C has C[D] = ∅ but possibly
rel(q, C) = 0. From the recursion (3) how and rel A (q, C  )
is updated in (4)-(5), we can prove Algorithm 3 is correct.
Example 4.1: We shows how rel(q, C  ) is computed in
Algorithm 3. Suppose there are five documents d 1 , . . . , d5
with document scores s(q, d 1 ) = 8, s(q, d2 ) = 4,
s(q, d3 ) = 4, s(q, d4 ) = 6, and s(q, d5 ) = 2. Also, suppose
C  = (a1, ∗, ∗) has three B-children and three C-children,
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TABLE 4
B-children and C-children of C  = (a1, ∗, ∗)
A
a1
a1
a1

B
b1
b2
b3

chdB (C  )
C
D
*
{d1 , d2 }
*
{d3 , d4 }
*
{d5 }

rel
6
5
2

A
a1
a1
a1

B
*
*
*

chdC (C  )
C
D
c1
{d1 , d2 }
c2
{d3 }
c3
{d4 , d5 }

rel
6
4
4

which are all fully-aggregated. Documents in C  ’s children
and cell relevance scores are shown in Table 4.
When C = (a1, b1, ∗) and (a1, ∗, c1) are aggregated into
C  , using Aggregate(C, C ), we have LB (C  ) = LC (C  ) =
2, and partial scores relB (q, C  ) = relC (q, C  ) = 6.
After B-child (a1, b2, ∗) is aggregated into C  , we have
relB (q, C  ) = (6 × 2 + 5 × 2)/4 = 5.5, and LB (C  ) = 4.
After C-child (a1, ∗, c2) is aggregated into C  , we have
relC (q, C  ) = (6 × 2 + 4 × 1)/3 = 5.33, and LC (C  ) = 3.
Later when at least one of (a1, b3, ∗) and (a1, ∗, c3) is
aggregated into C  , C  is fully-aggregated. But actually we
only need to keep either (rel B , LB ) or (relC , LC ).
Theorem 4: Algorithm 3 uses O(N ·|q|+n·M ) time and
O(n · M ) space, where N = |DB|, M is the total number
of non-empty cells, and n is the number of dimensions.
Proof: Non-empty base cells are computed in O(N ·
|q|) time. All non-empty cells are kept in queue s.t. the
ordered access of each takes O(1) time. Lines 4-6 need
O(n) time. So we need O(n·M ) time to compute rel(q, C)
for all non-empty cells. We use Hoare’s selection algorithm
to select the top-k from all non-empty cells in O(M ) time.
A simple implementation needs O(n·M ) space: for each
cell we keep relA (q, C) and LA (C) for every dimension A.
But we actually only need to keep them on one aggregated
dimension (e.g., the one with the smallest index).
In the rest of this paper, for each cell C we store rel A (C)
and LA (C) for only one dimension. So we will also write
relA (C) as rel(C), if not otherwise specified.
4.2 Upper/Lower Bounds of Relevance Score
We first introduce a pair of upper/lower bounds of relevance
scores, which will be used to prune search space of our
algorithm in Section 4.3. The main idea is: the relevance
score of the union of two document sets lies between the
relevance scores of these two document sets.
Lemma 1: For any query q and any two disjoint document sets D1 , D2 s.t. rel(q, D1 ) ≤ rel(q, D2 ), we have
rel(q, D1 ) ≤ rel(q, D1 ∪ D2 ) ≤ rel(q, D2 ).
Proof: From the definition in Equation (1),
rel(q, D1 ∪ D2 ) =

|D1 | · rel(q, D1 ) + |D2 | · rel(q, D2 )
.
|D1 | + |D2 |

Since rel(q, D1 ) ≤ rel(q, D2 ),
rel(q, D1 ∪ D2 ) ≤

|D1 | + |D2 |
· rel(q, D2 ) = rel(q, D2 ),
|D1 | + |D2 |

and similarly, rel(q, D1 ∪ D2 ) ≥ rel(q, D1 ).
Example 4.2: To verify Lemma 1, consider D 1 = {d1 ,
d2 } and D2 = {d3 }. Suppose for some query q, we
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have s(q, d1 ) = 1, s(q, d2 ) = 3, s(q, d3 ) = 8. Then,
rel(q, D1 ) = 2, rel(q, D2 ) = 8, and rel(q, D1 ∪ D2 ) = 4.
Lemma 2: (Two-side bound property) For any non-base
cell C in text cube and any query q, there exist two children
C1 and C2 of C s.t. rel(q, C1 ) ≤ rel(q,C) ≤ rel(q, C2 ).
Proof: Consider A-children of C: C  ∈chdA (C) C  [D]
= C[D], where C  [D]’s are disjoint. So from Lemma 1, the
proof can be completed by induction on |chd A (C)|.
Remark. Lemmas 1 and 2 are still true for different document scoring formulas s(q, d) and the weighted version of
rel(q, C) (i.e., rel(q, C) is a weighted average of s(q, d)
over all documents d in C[D], where the weight of a
document wd is fixed and positive).
4.3

Search-Space Ordering Algorithm

Our search-space ordering approach is based on the following idea. Although the search space is huge (especially
if the dimensionality is reasonably large, say, ≥ 10), when
only the top-k answers are interesting to users, only a small
portion of the text cube is “closely” relevant to the given
query q. So, (i) we estimate the upper bound of relevance
scores in a subspace of the text cube, and (ii) we order and
prune subspaces so that we can follow a shortcut to the
top-k relevant cells with support ≥ minsup.
4.3.1

Algorithm Framework

The main idea is: order and prune the search space of cells
using (the upper bound of) relevance scores.
Bottom-up Aggregation: Our algorithm works in a similar
manner as the bottom-up dynamic programming algorithm
(Algorithm 3). Relevance scores are computed from the
base cells (whose relevance scores can be computed with
the row-based inverted indexes efficiently) to higher levels.
Search-Space Ordering: But unlike line 3 in Algorithm 3
(where the next cell C to be aggregated to its parents
is selected arbitrarily), we pick the most relevant fullyaggregated cell in each iteration and aggregate it to its
parents. This is because a highly-relevant cell is likely to
have highly-relevant children. Note that a fully-aggregated
cell needs to be aggregated to its parents at most once.
Search-Space Pruning: The relevance score of a fullyaggregated cell is known. For a partially-aggregated cell,
we have the upper bound from Lemma 2. When a fullyaggregated cell has its relevance score no lower than the
upper bound of relevance scores of all partially-aggregated
cells, it is output as one of the top-k (if support ≥ minsup).
We will discuss the details of this algorithm and upper
bound estimation for relevance scores in Section 4.3.2.
4.3.2

Algorithm Description

Three structures are used in our algorithm: Initially, all base
cells are put into aggregation queue (Q A ), and the base cells
with support no less than minsup are put into candidate
queue (QC ), both maintained in the non-increasing order
of relevance scores. The partially-aggregated pool (P A ) is
empty. More cells will be inserted into Q A and QC later. If
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TABLE 5
Base Cuboid of a 2-Dimensional Text Database

TABLE 6
Running Example

C[D]
{d1 }
{d2 }
{d3 , d7 }
{d4 }
{d5 }
{d6 , d8 }

Initialization: All base cells are put into QA . Two cells with support
≥ minsup are put into QC . PA is empty.
PA (0)
∅
QA (0)
(m1,p1):8, (m2,p1):8, (m1,p2):6, (m2,p2):6, (m1,p3):4,
(m2,p3):4
QC (0)
(m1,p3):4, (m2,p3):4

M
m1
m1
m1
m2
m2
m2

P
p1
p2
p3
p1
p2
p3

rel(q, C)
8
6
4
8
6
4

an ancestor has the same relevance score as its descendant,
the ancestor has higher priority in these two queues.
•

•

•

Aggregation Queue (Q A ): In each iteration, the cell
C with the highest score rel(q, C) in Q A is popped
out and aggregated into each of its parents C  using Aggregate(C, C ), i.e., (4)-(6), with the partial
relevance score rel(q, C  ) computed/updated (since
a highly-relevant cell likely has highly-relevant children). After that, if C  is partially-aggregated, it is put
into the partially-aggregated pool P A if C  is not in
PA ; if C  becomes fully-aggregated, then: (i) C  is
deleted from P A and inserted into Q A , and (ii) if its
support ≥ minsup, C  is inserted into QC .
Partially-aggregated Pool (P A ): It maintains partiallyaggregated cells (and partial relevance scores rel(q, ·)),
each of which has at least one child aggregated into
the cell. Note that it is possible no child of a cell C is
aggregated into C, and thus C (still called partiallyaggregated cell) is not in P A .
Candidate Queue (Q C ): All fully-aggregated cells are
maintained in QC if support ≥ minsup. When a cell in
QC has a relevance score higher than the upper bound
of relevance scores of all partially-aggregated cells, it
can be output as one of the top-k. We will prove such
an upper bound is: max{maximum partial relevance
score in PA , maximum relevance score in Q A }.

The framework of this algorithm is outlined in Algorithm 4. Given a keyword query q, the relevance scores of
base cells can be computed using inverted indexes (line 1).
Initially, PA is empty, all base cells are inserted into Q A ,
and the ones with support ≥ minsup are inserted into Q C .
In each iteration of lines 3-14, the top cell C in Q A is
popped (deleted from Q A ) for aggregation (line 4). For
each partially-aggregated parent C  of C, we insert it into
PA if necessary (line 6); and we can compute/update the
partial relevance score rel(q, C  ) using Aggregate(C, C )
(line 7), as in (4)-(6). If the cell C  is fully-aggregated (for
some dimension A, all of its A-children have already been
aggregated into C  ), we can compute its exact relevance
score rel(q, C  ), delete it from PA , and add it into Q A ; it is
also added into Q C if its support ≥ minsup (lines 8-11). At
the end of each iteration (lines 12-14), the top cells in Q C
can be output (also deleted from Q C ) if their scores are no
less than the maximum partial relevance score in P A and
the maximum relevance score in Q A (i.e., the upper bound
of relevance scores of partially-aggregated cells).
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1st iteration: Cell (m1,p1) is popped from QA (0), and aggregated into
its two parents, (m1,*) and (*,p1) (inserted into PA (1)). The partial
relevance scores of (m1,*) and (*,p1) are computed as 8.
PA (1)
(m1,*):8, (*,p1):8
QA (1)
(m2,p1):8, (m1,p2):6, (m2,p2):6, (m1,p3):4, (m2,p3):4
QC (1)
(m1,p3):4, (m2,p3):4
2nd iteration: (m2,p1) is popped from QA (1), and aggregated into the
two parents, (m2,*) and (*,p1): (m2,*) is inserted into PA (2) with the
partial relevance score computed as 8; (*,p1) are already in PA (1).
Then, (*,p1) is fully aggregated, since it has only two M-children,
(m1,p1) and (m2,p1). So (*,p1) is deleted from PA (1) and inserted
into QA (2). It is also inserted into QC (2) for its support ≥ minsup.
Finally, the top cell in QC (2), (*,p1), has relevance score no less
than the maximum partial relevance score in PA (2) and the maximum
relevance score in QA (2), so (*,p1) is output.
PA (2)
(m1,*):8, (m2,*):8
QA (2)
(*,p1):8, (m1,p2):6, (m2,p2):6, (m1,p3):4, (m2,p3):4
QC (2)
(*,p1):8, (m1,p3):4, (m2,b3):4
3rd iteration: Cell (*,p1) is popped from QA (2), and its parent (*,*)
is added into PA (3).
PA (3)
(m1,*):8, (m2,*):8, (*,*):8
QA (3)
(m1,p2):6, (m2,p2):6, (m1,p3):4, (m2,p3):4
QC (3)
(m1,p3):4, (m2,p3):4
4th iteration: (m1,p2) is popped from QA (3), and aggregated into
its two parents, (m1,*) and (*,p2). (m1,*) is already in PA (3), and
its partial relevance score is updated as 7 in PA (4), since we have
seen two children of (m1,*), (m1,p1) and (m1,p2), with score 8 and
6, respectively. (*,p2) is inserted into PA (4) with partial score 6.
PA (4)
(m2,*):8, (*,*):8, (m1,*):7, (*,p2):6
QA (4)
(m2,p2):6, (m1,p3):4, (m2,p3):4
QC (4)
(m1,p3):4, (m2,p3):4

We give some intuitions on why the above upper bound is
valid. In our algorithm, a loop invariant is: for any partiallyaggregated cell C (no matter whether it is in P A ), the union
of PA and QA forms a cut between C and the base cells
in the cube lattice. So from the two-side bound property
(Lemma 2), the relevance score of C is upper bounded by
the (partial) relevance score of a descendant cell in P A ∪QA .
Formal proofs will be given in Section 4.3.3.
Example 4.3: This example shows the basic idea of our
algorithm, using a 2-dimensional text database. Table 5
shows the base cuboid of this database–each base cell may
contain more than one document. Consider a keyword query
q = {w1, w2} and minsup = 2. Suppose the relevance
score rel(q, C) (defined in Equations (1)-(2)) of each base
cell is computed as in the fourth column of Table 5.
Initially, all base cells are put into Q A , and the ones with
support no less than minsup are put into Q C , both in the
non-decreasing order of relevance scores. P A is empty.
We show how to maintain Q A , QC , PA in Table 6. Number in bracket in the first column is the number of iterations,
e.g., PA (2) means the status of PA at the end of the 2 nd
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Algorithm 4 Search-Space Ordering Algorithm
QA and QC : priority queues of cells (sorted in the nonincreasing order of relevance scores)
top(Q): the top (first) cell of a priority queue Q
PA : the set of partially-aggregated cells
Input: keyword query q against DB, parameter k, minsup
1: Compute rel(q, C)’s for all non-empty base cells;
2: cnt ← 0, QA ← {all non-empty base cells},
QC ← {non-empty base cells with support ≥ minsup};
3: while cnt < k do
4:
Let C be the top cell in QA , and delete C from Q A ;
5:
for each partially-aggregated parent C  ∈ par(C) do
6:
if C  ∈
/ PA then insert C  into PA ;
7:
Aggregate C into C  using Aggregate(C, C ):
Update partial relevance score rel(q, C  );
8:
if C  is fully-aggregated (all documents in C  [D]
are aggregated into C  on some dimension) then
9:
Compute rel(q, C  );
10:
Delete C  from PA ;
11:
Insert C  into QA ;
Insert C  into QC if support |C  | ≥ minsup;
12:
while rel(q, top(QC )) ≥ maxC  ∈PA {rel(q, C  )} and
rel(q, top(QC )) ≥ rel(q, top(QA )) do
13:
Output the top cell of Q C , and delete it from Q C ;
14:
cnt ← cnt + 1;

iteration; the number after each cell in the second column
is the relevance score (or partial relevance score in P A ).
Enlarging k at Running Time without Recomputation.
With k unspecified, repeating the iteration of lines 3-15,
cells with support ≥ minsup will be output in the nonincreasing order of relevance scores. Users can stop it at
any time when they feel the results are enough.
Tie Breaker. Similar to Algorithm 2, ties (for cells with the
same relevance scores) break arbitrarily in Algorithm 4. If
we want to rank cells with the same relevance scores in the
descending order of their support, Algorithm 4 is revised
as follows. First, the candidate queue Q C keeps cells in
the descending order of relevance, and keeps cells with the
same relevance scores in the descending order of support.
Second, “≥” should be changed into “>” on line 12, so
that, when a cell is about to be output, all the cells (notoutput-yet) with the same relevance scores are in Q C .
Theorem 5: Algorithm 4 needs O(N · |q| + n · T · log T )
time and O(n·T ) space, where N = |DB|, n is the number
of dimensions, and T is the number of cells explored by this
algorithm (i.e., the ones used to be added into Q A , QC , PA ).
Proof: Again, non-empty base cells are computed in
O(N · |q|) time. After a cell explored is fully-aggregated,
on lines 5-11, it is aggregated into its (at most n) parents
(using O(n) time), and one operation on Q A , QC , PA (using
O(log T ) time) is invoked for each parent.
The space needed is O(n · T ). This is because, for each
cell explored, we keep its n-dim identifier and rel A (q, C)
& LA (C) for one dimension A. And, a pointer to this cell
is kept in QA , QC , PA using O(1) space.
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The total number of non-empty cells, M (recall Theorem 4), is an upper bound of T . However, T is determined
by both data distribution in the database and the query q.
So we cannot get a preciser estimation of it beforehand. We
will report the actual values of T in our experiments, and
show that Algorithm 4 explores a much smaller portion of
cells than other algorithms.
4.3.3

Correctness

We prove the correctness of Algorithm 4 in the following
part (s(·, ·) not restricted to the form of Equation (2)).
Lemma 3 (Estimating Upper Bound of Relevance Scores):
For any query q, on line 12 of Algorithm 4, if
(a) rel(q, top(QC )) ≥ maxC  ∈PA {rel(q, C  )} and
(b) rel(q, top(QC )) ≥ rel(q, top(QA )),
then cell top(QC ) has a relevance score no less than the
scores of all partially-aggregated cells.
Proof: Let Δ = rel(q, top(QC )). For the purpose of
contradiction, suppose there is a cell C  that is partiallyaggregated and the relevance score rel(q, C  ) > Δ.
We focus on A-children of C  for its selected aggregated
dimension A, s.t. rel(q, C  ) = relA (q, C  ).
Let P(C  ) denote the set of C  ’s A-children that are
partially-aggregated, and F(C  ) denote the set of C  ’s Achildren that are fully-aggregated but not aggregated into
C yet. Recall LA (C  ) is the number of documents that are
already aggregated into C  from its A-children.
If LA (C  ) = 0, we know that no child is aggregated into

C . Then, P(C  ) ∪ F(C  ) covers all of C  ’s A-children.
Note rel(q, C  ) > Δ. From Lemma 2, there exists C ∈
P(C  ) ∪ F(C  ) s.t. rel(q, C) ≥ rel(q, C  ) > Δ.
If LA (C  ) = 0, C  ∈ PA . From condition (a) in the
lemma, rel(q, C  ) ≤ maxC  ∈PA rel(q, C  ) ≤ Δ. Again
note rel(q, C  ) > Δ. From Lemma 1-2, there exists a child
C ∈ P(C  ) ∪ F(C  ) s.t. rel(q, C) > Δ.
For the selected children C of C  , there are two cases:
(i) C ∈ F(C  ): We must have C ∈ QA , since otherwise,
C is already aggregated into C  when C is popped
from QA . Then, rel(q, top(QA )) ≥ rel(q, C) > Δ,
which contradicts with Δ ≥ rel(q, top(Q A )).
(ii) C ∈ P(C  ): C is partially aggregated. Repeat the
above argument about C  for C (or induction on the
number of aggregated dimensions in C  ).
Since the text cube is finite, that means, if rel(q, C  ) > Δ
for some C  , we will always terminate with a descendant
C of C  with contradiction. So the proof is completed.
The above proof holds if we choose rel(q, C  ) =
relA (q, C  ) for any aggregated dimension A. So if choosing rel(q, C  ) = minA relA (q, C  ), our algorithm has a
tighter upper bound (it may terminate earlier but incurs
more space to store rel A for each dimension).
Theorem 6: Algorithm 4 outputs the top-k cells with the
highest relevance scores and support ≥ minsup in the nonincreasing order of rel(q, C).
Proof: For any cell C with support ≥ minsup, before
it is output, it is either partially-aggregated or in Q C . From
Lemma 3, when the cell top(Q C ) is output, its relevance
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TABLE 7
Laptop Review Database: Dimensions and Statistics
Dimension
1. Laptop Brand
2. Laptop Family
3. Screen
4. Memory
5. Disk
6. CPU Brand
7. CPU Model
8. CPU Speed
9. OS
10. Color

Description
brand of the laptop
family of the laptop
size of the screen
size of the main memory
size of the hard drive
brand of the processor
model of the processor
speed of the processor
pre-installed os
color of the laptop

Cardinality
20
26
26
9
28
5
148
33
12
10

score is no less than the relevance score of any partiallyaggregated cell. So, from the way that Q C is ordered (nonincreasing order of relevance scores), for any cnt = k on
lines 13-14 of Algorithm 4, top(Q C ) is the cell with the
top-k highest relevance score among all cells with support
≥ minsup; thus, top-k cells are output in the non-increasing
order of relevance scores.
4.4 Handling Extended Keyword Queries
We modify Algorithm 4 as follows to handle extended
keyword queries Q = (u 1 , u2 , . . . , un : q).
(i) On lines 1-2, instead of inserting base cells into Q A
and QC , we insert the cells C’s with (a) C[Ai ] = ∗
if ui = ∗ (dimension Ai must be aggregated), (b)
C[Ai ] = ui if ui ∈ Ai is a specific value, and (c)
C[Ai ] ∈ Ai is any specific value if u i =?. One scan
of inverted indexes of terms in q suffices to identify
these cells and insert them into Q A and QC .
(ii) On lines 5-14, we consider C  ∈ par(C), only if C 
is a feasible cell, which satisfies the constraint in Q.
Algorithm 4 is even faster when handling an extended
keyword query than when handling a simple query with
the same set of keywords, because more constraints on
dimensions actually reduce the size of search space.

5

E XPERIMENTAL S TUDY

5.1 Datasets and Environment Setup
A real dataset of multidimensional text data is used in the
experiments. We crawled laptop reviews with multidimensional attributes from Amazon.com, and then select 10 attributes as the structural dimensions in our database (Table
7). Each review (document) together with its categorical
attributes (dimensions) forms a row in our database. We
have 13,930 reviews in sum, and each review has 73.4
keywords with stop words removed on average. The total
length of documents in this text database is 1,022,462.
Synthetic datasets are generated by adding randomlygenerated documents into the real dataset. To this end, we
estimate the overall distributions of terms, document length,
and attribute values for different dimensions. Five synthetic
datasets, DB 1 , DB 2 , . . . , DB 5 are used in Section 5.2 to
test the scalability of our algorithms w.r.t. the size of
text database. The numbers of rows are: |DB 1 | = 28K,
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|DB 2 | = 56K, |DB 3 | = 84K, |DB 4 | = 112K, and
|DB 5 | = 140K. DB i is a subset of DB i+1 for i = 1, 2, 3, 4.
All the experiments were conducted on a PC running
the Microsoft Windows XP SP2 Professional OS, with a
2.5 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo T9300 CPU, 4 GB of RAM,
and 150 GB hard drive. Our algorithms were implemented
in C/C++ and compiled on Microsoft Visual Studio 2008.
We use Okapi weighting (2) for s(q, d) in experiments.
5.2

Performance Study on Efficiency

We test our four algorithms, One-Scan (Algorithm 1),
Sorted-Scan (Algorithm 2), BU-DP (Algorithm 3) and SSOrdering (Algorithm 4), to demonstrate their scalability
on both the real dataset (laptop reviews) and the synthetic
datasets. We report the time and memory used by these
four algorithms for finding top-k answers to given keyword
queries. Time is measured in terms of milliseconds (MSec),
and memory is measured in terms of KBs. We also report
the number of cells that are explored by these algorithms,
to demonstrate the pruning power of our algorithms.
We report only the running-time memory, i.e., the amount
of memory consumed by data structures for query processing (excluding the inverted indexes). One-Scan and BU-DP
consume almost the same amount memory and explore the
same number of cells. So we only report One-Scan for
memory and the number of cells.
In the real dataset, we vary the number of dimensions
(Figure 1), the parameter of k (Figure 4), the number
of keywords |q| (Figure 5), and the minimum support
requirement minsup (Figure 6). Also, the five synthetic
datasets are used to test the scalability of these three
algorithms w.r.t. the sizes of databases (Figure 2).
All the results reported below are the averages for 20 typical keyword queries (with no dimension-value constraint)
for laptops. Each query has 4 keywords on average.
We omit the results of efficiency experiments for extended keyword queries, because as discussed in Sections 3.3 and 4.4, adding such constraints will not slow
down our algorithms. In fact, to handle an extended keyword query Q = (u 1 , u2 , . . . , un : q) with m dimensions
Ai ’s s.t. Q[Ai ] = ui =? (dimension Ai has no constraint),
it is equivalent for our algorithms to handle a simple
keyword query q in an m-dim text cube.
Preprocessing: As discussed in Section 2.3, our algorithms
benefit from preprocessing (i.e., precomputing the support
of each cell and constructing inverted indexes). In our implementation, it takes four and a half minutes to preprocess
the real dataset described above, which is nontrivial but
affordable since we only need to preprocess a dataset once.
Experiment I: Number of Dimensions (Figure 1) We
use the real dataset (with about 14K rows). Set k = 10
and minsup = 1. The database is projected into the first n
dimensions, for n = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 (refer to Table 7).
SS-Ordering is consistently at least 10 times faster than
the others, and consumes much less memory (except when
n = 2). BU-DP is the second fastest one when n ≤ 6 but
becomes worst later on.
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Sorted-Scan has an improvement of 20% over OneScan for 10-dim cube, but is slower than One-Scan for
4-dim cube. This is because they have the same worst-case
complexity and Sorted-Scan needs to maintain additional
data structures; so sometimes when its pruning power is
not strong, it needs more time than One-Scan.
When n increases, the number of non-empty cells increases exponentially, and thus all algorithms use more time
and memory. SS-Ordering is less sensitive than the rest
three, because SS-Ordering only explores a small portion
of the cells, while One-Scan and BU-DP always explore all
the non-empty cells. Sorted-Scan explores less cells than
One-Scan, but for the additional operation required, the
improvement over One-Scan on efficiency is not significant.
The experimental result of testing extended keyword
queries Q = (u1 , u2 , . . . , un : q) with m no-constraint
dimensions Ai ’s (i.e. Q[Ai ] = ui =?) is similar to the
above, when we vary m from 2 to 10.
Experiment II: Size of Database (Figure 2) Synthetic
datasets DB 1 , . . . , DB 5 are used. These datasets have 10
dimensions and their sizes vary from 28K to 140K. Top-10
answers are output with minsup = 1. Sorted-Scan is always
faster than One-Scan and BU-DP by 10%-40%. Again, SSOrdering is much faster and consumes less memory than
the other three for its power of search space pruning.
Experiment III: Number of Cells Explored (Figure 3)
We report the number of cells explored by our algorithms
in Experiments I-II. SS-Ordering explores much less cells
than others thanks to its pruning techniques, especially for
datasets that have more dimensions or more tuples (that is
why it needs much less time than other algorithms). Both
of One-Scan and BU-DP (not in the figure) explore all the
non-empty cells which contain at least one keyword, and
Sorted-Scan explores a bit less than them but still much
more and SS-Ordering in most cases.
We will report the running-time memory consumed by
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Fig. 4. Varying the Parameter k
our algorithms for a fair comparison, since different algorithms consume different amounts of memory per cell.
Experiment IV: Parameter k (Figure 4) We use the real
dataset with 10 dimensions and set minsup = 1. The time
and memory used in One-Scan and BU-DP nearly unchange
because they always explore all non-empty cells in the
text cube. For Sorted-Scan, the time and memory nearly
unchange, because the early stop condition (lines 7-9 of
Algorithm 2) tends to output a batch of cells at certain time.
Again, SS-Ordering consumes much less time and memory
than others. Sorted-Scan has an improvement of 20%-40%
over One-Scan and BU-DP in terms of the running time.
It can be also noticed that SS-Ordering uses more time
and memory when k increases, because when more answers
are required, more cells need to be explored in SS-Ordering.
However, the increment is not too much, because, SSOrdering algorithm follows a “short-cut” to the top-k cells,
by first aggregating highly-relevant cells into their parents.
Experiment V: Number of Keywords (Figure 5) We study
how the number of keywords |q| affects the performance.
We set k = 10 and minsup = 1, using the 10-dimensional
laptop review dataset. Results are reported in Figure 5. SSOrdering is always faster and consumes less memory than
the other three, as in other experiments.
Note that the time and memory used by Sorted-Scan and
SS-Ordering vibrate irregularly. We explain this as follows.
When the number of keywords increases, there are two
factors which affect the performance of the four algorithms:
(i) at the beginning, more inverted indexes need to be
scanned to compute the relevance of rows/cells; (ii) the
variance of relevance scores of different cells could be
larger, so it is easier for Sorted-Scan to satisfy the early
stop condition, and for the SS-Ordering algorithm to reach
the highly-relevant cells (for it always seeks for a cell with
high relevance score to aggregate it into its parent).
One-Scan and BU-DP are only affected by (i), so its
running time and memory increase consistently as the num-
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ber of keywords increases. Sorted-Scan and SS-Ordering
are affected by both (i) and (ii), so there is not a strong
correlation between the efficiency of these two algorithms
and the number of keywords. This feature could be regarded
as an advantage of Sorted-Scan and SS-Ordering.
Experiment VI: Minimum Support Requirement (Figure 6) We vary the minimum support minsup from 1 to 32
in the 10-dimensional real dataset. As minsup increases,
the performances of One-Scan and BU-DP do not change
much because they always search every cell (to compute
its relevance score and to check whether its support ≥
minsup). Sorted-Scan and SS-Ordering consume more time
and memory for larger minsup, because they will skip some
cells with low support, and thus explore more cells before
outputting k cells with support ≥ minsup. But still, SSOrdering outperforms others a lot even when minsup is
large, because it follows a shortcut to the relevant cells.
Data is sparse in the 10-dimensional text cube, so the
support 32 for a cell is already very high.
Experiment VII: Skewness of Dimension Cardinalities
We modify values on the 10 dimensions of the original real
database to create another two synthetic databases skew
and even. skew is obtained by modifying the dimension
values in original s.t. five dimensions have cardinalities 3
and the other five have cardinalities 20. even has all dimension cardinalities equal to 5. Let k = 80 and minsup = 2.
Using the same set of queries, the average running time
(in MSec) is reported in Table 8. All the four algorithms
perform (a slightly) worse in original than in the other two
essentially because it contains the most non-empty cells.
Skewness of dimension cardinalities does not play a very
important role in affecting the performance.
5.3 Case Study
In this section, we verify the effectiveness of our model
and algorithms by showing a few example queries and

the meaningful retrieval results. Here, we use extended
keyword queries with dimension-value constraints.
Case Study I: Finding Stylish Laptops
We want to find the brands, families, and/or colors of
the most stylish laptops. One example query could be (?,
?, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗, ∗, ?: {“stylish”, “beautiful”, “fashion”}),
meaning that we only care about three dimensions (Laptop
Brand, Laptop Family, Color) thus requiring all other
dimensions to be aggregated. Some cells 2 , (dell, inspiron,
pink), (toshiba, *, red), (*, macbook, *), (apple, *, *), (sony,
vaio, red), and (sony, vaio, pink) have high relevance scores.
Also, more than half of the top-20 cells have bright colors,
e.g., pink, white, red, indicating that customers usually
think laptops with bright colors are more stylish.
Case Study II: Finding Unreliable Laptops
Then, we are interested in finding laptops that are easy to
crash, and we particularly care about the OS pre-installed
on those laptops and their memory sizes. So, we require
dimensions other than {Memory, OS} to be aggregated
(∗), and include keywords {“crash”, “slow”, “reinstall”, “restore”} in the query. Among the top-20 cells, we found cells
(*, windows xp), (*, vista premium), and (*, vista home)
have higher ranks than (*, linux). Another interesting fact
is that the relevance score of “linux” is less sensitive w.r.t
the main memory size than the “vista” series. For instance,
both cells (512MB, linux) and (1024MB, linux) have low
relevance scores, but (1024MB, vista premium) has much
higher relevance score than (3072MB, vista premium) does.
This observation could be helpful to potential buyers, since
they need to choose the memory size according to the
operating system type (e.g., vista needs large memory).

6
6.1

D ISCUSSION
Handling Different Relevance Functions

Algorithm 4 (SS-Ordering) can be extended to handle
other relevance scoring formulas. Note that we only utilize
Lemmas 1-2 to prove the correctness of Algorithm 4 (as in
Section 4.3.3). So, generally, Algorithm 4 can handle any
relevance scoring formula that can be computed level-bylevel (from (i + 1)-dim cells to i-dim cells) and satisfies
the property in Lemma 1, i.e., rel(q, D 1 ) ≤ rel(q, D1 ∪ D2 )
≤ rel(q, D2 ). One example of such relevance scores is the
weighted average relevance model (as discussed at the end
of Section 4.2). Another example is the min/max relevance
2. We use a compact representation of cells to save the space in this
section. As we care about three dimensions (A1 , A2 , A3 ), a cell C is
represented by (v1 , v2 , v3 ) iff C[Ai ] = vi for i = 1, 2, 3, and C[A] = ∗
for any other dimension A = Ai .
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model (i.e., the relevance of a cell w.r.t. a query is the
min/max relevance of documents in this cell).
When the relevance scoring formula rel does not satisfy
the property in Lemma 1, how to efficiently answer the
top-k keyword query is still an open question.
6.2 About Support Requirement
As discussed in Section 1, the purpose of specifying the
support requirement minsup is to help users filter out
cells/objects that are not “popular” enough (i.e., containing too few documents). However, when the user has
little knowledge about the database (e.g., the size of this
database), it is undesirable for her/him to provide such a
parameter. We discuss two directions to handle this issue.
One way to address this issue is to integrate the support
of a cell into its relevance score. But the resulting scoring
formula may not satisfy the property in Lemma 1, and thus
cannot be handled by Algorithm 4 (although still can be
handled by less efficient Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 3).
Another way is more direct. Consider several typical
support requirements: for example, “normal” (support ≥
minsup = x1 ), “somewhat popular” (support ≥ minsup =
x2 ), “popular” (support ≥ minsup = x 3 ), and “very popular” (support ≥ minsup = x4 ). Parameters x1 < . . . < x4
are specified by the database administrator, e.g., x i = 2i .
For each incoming query (without specifying minsup), the
system returns top-k answers for each of the four support
requirements (i.e., running Algorithm 4 once for each value
of minsup), so that the user can browse top-k cells in
different levels (in terms of supports) at the same time.

7

R ELATED WORK

Keyword Search in RDBMs. Although based on different
applications and motivations, keyword search in text cube is
related to keyword search in RDBMSs, which has attracted
a lot of attention recently [22], [23], [24]. Most previous
studies on keyword search in RDBMSs model the RDB as
a graph (tuples/tables as nodes, and foreign-key links as
edges) and focus on finding minimal connected tuple trees
that contain all the keywords. They can be categorized into
two types. The first type uses SQL to find the connected
trees [2], [7], [6], [10], [12], [13]. The second type materializes the RDB graph and proposes algorithms to enumerate
(top-k) subtrees in the graph [3], [4], [8], [14], [9].
Different from these two types of works, two recent studies [11] and [5] find single-center subgraphs from the RDB
graph, and multi-center induced subgraphs, respectively.
OLAP on Multidimensional Text Data. The text cube
model is firstly proposed in [1]. [1] mainly focuses on how
to partially materialize inverted indexes and term frequency
vectors in cells of text cube, and how to support OLAP
queries (not keyword query) efficiently.
The topic cube model is proposed in [25]. Different from
the text cube, the topic cube materializes the language
model of the aggregated document in each cell. Efficient
algorithms are proposed to compute this topic cube.
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The techniques in [1] and [25] cannot be used directly
to support keyword search, because the information materialized in text cube (term frequencies and inverted indexes)
and in topic cube (language model) is query-independent.
Faceted Search. Several faceted search systems have been
developed to help users navigate the search results if
some meta-data about the results are available ([26], [27],
[28], [29], [30], [31], [32], [33]). An initial faceted search
systems [26] only uses the number of results in different
facets to guide users. [30] introduces a model that allows
dynamic constraints to be applied on the facets. [29], [32]
build a decision tree with minimum height on the data so
that the efforts users spend in order to reach the relevant
tuples will be minimized.
Faceted search is different from our search problem on
both the goal and the methodology. Faceted search systems
aim to enhance the retrieval of individual documents or
tuples by providing users exploration guide, and need a
sequence of user inputs. With an orthogonal purpose, our
work aims to rank aggregated objects/cells in a cube using
only a one-time keyword query, i.e., the input is a set of
keywords, and the output is a ranked list of objects/cells.
For example, in Section 5.3, to find a stylish laptop using
keywords, our system directly tells the user which models
are commented to be stylish (e.g., (toshiba, *, red)), while
faceted search tells the user which dimension(s) she/he
should drill down to find relevant tuples/documents.
Keyword-based Search and OLAP in Data Cube. [34]
studies answering keyword queries on RDB using minimal
group-bys, which is the work most relevant to ours. For
a keyword query against a multidimensional text database,
it aims to find the minimal cells containing all (or some
of) the query terms in the aggregated text data. “Minimal”
here means there is no descendant of this cell containing
more query terms. But, it is unnecessary that documents
(cells) with more query terms are more relevant. And, [34]
does not score or rank the answers. So when the number
of returned answers is large (e.g., a thousand), it is difficult
for the user to browse all the answers.
Another relevant work is keyword-driven analytical processing (KDAP) [35]. Motivated by a different scenario,
KDAP supports interactive data exploration using keywords. Candidate subspaces are output to disambiguate the
keyword terms. Efficiency is not a major concern in KDAP.
A keyword-driven OLAP system is proposed in [36],
[37]. It populates static and dynamic dimensions, allowing
for roll-up and drill-down operations based on the content
and the link-structure of the dynamically selected document
subset. [36] and [37] still focus on the ranking of rows in
the databases, instead of aggregated cells in our work.
Ranking Cube. Another related work is Ranking Cube
[38], which addresses top-k queries with multidimensional
selection using semi-materialization and semi-online computation model. Different from our work, it does not support
keyword queries. More importantly, it does not aim to find
aggregations (cells) of rows. It can be applied for ranking
base cells or rows (initialization part of our algorithms),
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which, however, is not the major computational bottleneck
in our problem of ranking cells in all levels.

[7]

[8]

8

C ONCLUSIONS

AND

F UTURE WORK

We have proposed and studied the problem of keywordbased top-k search in text cube (i.e., multidimensional text
data). Flexible query language and relevance scoring formula are developed. Four efficient algorithms are designed
for this problem. Among them, the most efficient one,
search-space ordering approach, uses different search space
pruning techniques for finding the top-k relevant cells by
exploring only a small portion of the whole text cube (when
k is small). Extensive performance studies are conducted to
verify the efficiency and effectiveness of these approaches.
For future work, (i) it is interesting to compare the
effectiveness of different scoring formulas experimentally
in different real datasets; (ii) it is also interesting to design
efficient algorithms for different forms of relevance scoring
formula rel; and, (iii) while our approaches work in a
bottom-up manner (starting from rows or base cells), it is
interesting to study whether there is any efficient top-down
approach (e.g., starting from the 0-dim cell).
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